Starting from the first studies on cavity optomechanics some decades ago, and reaching the present day with, for instance, the ultrasensitive motion detectors at LIGO, mechanical degrees of freedom have been integrated into many areas of quantum physics [1]. In nanomechanics, a particularly promising possibility is the stable levitation of nanoscale objects since, by eliminating the clamping losses, it allows for e.g. quantum state control at room temperature, or generating macroscopic quantum superpositions of the motional states [2, 3]. In the last few years, these potential applications have sparked significant experimental advances, e.g. the achievement of stable levitation in ultra-high vacuum, and the cooling of the motion close to the ground state [4, 5].

By establishing the field of levitated nanomechanics, the above experiments have opened up exciting new prospects. For instance, trapped systems are ideal nanolabs where one can study problems in e.g. condensed matter physics, optics, or magnetism in a practically lossless, extremely controllable scenario. Remarkably, along this line experiments lie well ahead of theory, since most of the conventionally used
approximations are expected to break down at those extreme scales, possibly allowing for the emergence of new regimes. Thus, developing adequate theoretical models is key to understand the physics of these systems.

In this talk, I will address some of the fundamental open problems in levitated nanosystems and the methods we are employing to tackle them. As an example, I will focus on the magnon-phonon interaction in levitated nanomagnets. I will show how this interaction is not only stronger, but qualitatively different than in macroscopic samples, and briefly comment on the implications regarding nanomagnetometry, thermometry and quantum acoustodynamics.
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I will review recent developments in applying dynamical large deviations (LD) to quantum systems. I will consider in particular open quantum systems – quantum systems interacting with an environment – which in many cases can be described in terms of quantum Markovian dynamics. LD methods provide a “thermodynamic” framework for understanding the statistical properties of dynamics, revealing the existence of dynamical phases and phase transitions, often associated to intermittent emission patterns. Problems of interest include interacting atomic ensembles, quantum glasses, and systems where there is an interplay between coherent transport and dissipation. I will describe concepts relating to quantum trajectory ensemble equivalence, prediction and “retrodiction”, matrix product states, and quantum Doob transforms. Time permitting, I will also discuss the connection to ideas about slow quantum relaxation and metastability.